
Please Pray for the Students in Padibe, Uganda  

Who are Sponsored by the Family of Four Parishes 

    
Joseph Anywar Elvis Pacotoo  Denis Onencan Jacqualine Atimango   
 

     
Alex Ogal  Winnifred Adong Rocky Pacotoo Requel Onono William 
 

    
Nancy Lamara  Lillian Aber  Isaac Oryem Olum Joseph Ojara Taban 
 

Guide to the Meanings of Names: 
- Ojara = “extra fingers or toes”. When someone is    

  born with five fingers or more is called Ojara and a  

  girl is Lajara. 

- Onono = “nothing or without anything” in Acholi  

  dialect 

- Anywar = “mistreatment” 

- Ocan = “someone born in poverty” 

- Atimango =  “what can I do?" 

- Ogal = "the only one who survive” 

- Pacoto = "there is no one to take care of the home" 

- Agenorwot = “trust and have hope in the Lord and all  

  shall go well” 

- Onencan = “the person born during the time of  

  extreme poverty” 

- Rubangakene = “God alone” 

- Owaci = "talked” 

- Oryem = “chase” 

- Lamara = “loved” 

- Aber = “beautiful” 

- Adong = “left behind’ 

- Lapwoch = “thankful” 

- Alaro = “the child born to cement the relationship” 

 

 

 
 
 



Getting to know San Ildefonso 
Parish in Chiapas, Mexico 

Pastor:  Padre Tonio Salazar Gonzalez 

Photos captured by SSPP parishioner 
Patrick Manning during  

2018-19 sister parish trips  
 
 

 
Pictured are organic coffee beans growing 

on the plant at a Kulaktik Coffee Farm. 

 

 
Two Farmers of the Kulaktik Organic Coffee 
Cooperative with Padre Tonio and Father 
Tim after a tour of the coffee farm.    

 

 

Join the Family of Four Parishes on 

Wednesday October 27th from 6-7:00pm 

for a virtual Educational Event as we learn 

more about the sister parishes in Chiapas, 

Mexico and Padibe, Uganda. RSVP to 

Mamie Riyeff at mriyeff@ffpmke.org for the 

details and the virtual link.  

 
Parishioner Julie Mickelson at the Kulaktik 
Coffee Warehouse with sister parishioners of 
San Ildefonso. 

 

 
Attending Indoor Mass at local Hermita (a 
smaller church hand-built and funded by 
local parishioners).   Presiders: Father Tim 
and Padre Tonio. 

 

 
The Sister Parish of San Ildefonso in 
Chiapas has a thriving two-story parish 
center that houses many activities including 
catechetical classes, retreats, deacon 
formation meetings, youth meetings, and 
liturgical celebrations among many other 
activities.  Here is a picture of the completed 
Parish center as of April of 2020. Photo 
courtesy of Padre Tonio   
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